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EU-data protection regulation - DSGVO

data protection declaration

Privacy policy after article 13 and 14 DSGVO
 

➢ We process your personal data the under following categories: 

contact information, contract data, Clearing data, ordering information, master

...

□ Contract: the provided data are related to the contract or to the 
execution of the order and fulfillment of our obligations under this 
contract .

 
Specially it will be the preparation of offers, to execute service work and 
orders, delivery, processing of claims and repair work, warranty or 
guarantee, to protect your legal interests over third parties.

 
Without this data we are not able to fulfill the contract 

 
□ Statutory commitment: we must process your datas due to 

statutory liabilities and legal requirements
 

E.g. tax regulations, work and social rules customs regulations (U34), 
etc., to provide. the statutory required documents

 
➢ We save your data for the time of our business cooperation and additionally for 

the time we have to keep the documents according to the legal requirements.
 

➢  We give your data also on the following receiver or recipient:
 

Tax advisor, banks subcontractor suppliers...

 
➢  We use your data in our interest to process our work. You have generally the 

right  of objection, if you have reasonable interest based on your special 
situation. 

 
➢  You have generally the right o f  information, correction, deletion, constraint 

data portability. For any of these points please contact our data protection 
manager.
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➢ Your data are not used for advertising purposes and also not for statistical analysis

or for promotional purposes. We send no information mails or periodic 
newsletter.

 
➢ If you believe that the processing of your data is against the privacy regulation or

your privacy will  be hurt  by another way please contact our privacy protection
manager.  If clarification  is not possible you  have  the  right  to  ask  the  data
protection  authority to settle the matter
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